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SYNOPSIS

The English women of the title are Vittoria and her two friends, Ottile and Sivene. Eduardo, Vittoria's brother Silango, who has just returned from France and points out the women that their lives are restricted by stuffy Victorian attitudes and suggests that each of them take a turn at creating a story to help them pass the time.

Vittoria chooses a dramatic, as the character of Andromache. She is being pursued in marriage by Pyrrhus, who has threatened to kill her son if she does not marry him. Her choice, stay true to her dead husband Hector or watch her son be murdered, is central to her story.

Ottile and Eduardo sing a pastoral duet as the shepherdess Licori and the shepherd Tirsi. The two already share romantic feelings towards each other.

Adelia, who is envious of Eduardo's affection towards Ottile sings a comic aria that pokes fun at a young Parisian dandy standing before a mirror aimed at mocking Eduardo.

Vittoria declares that she prefers that comic scene, as Eduardo and Ottile object, but Vittoria being the oldest tells all others to listen to what she has to say. In the end, she is resolved that she can't please everyone in her choice.

Eduardo suggests that the evening end with a dance, because after all, who could object to that? The four dance as the opera ends.
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Photona: Pulse
Friday, February 26, 2021 | 7:30 p.m.
Livestream

The School of Design & Production presents the return of its wildly popular themed multimedia show of lighting and sound. Mentored by industry leaders and UNCSA faculty members Eric Rimes, Josh Selander and Clifton Taylor, lighting designers showcase their creativity and proficiency working with the latest equipment on loan from industry partners. With original compositions by students in the sound design program, Pulse shares stories of both the challenges and accomplishments of the past year.

Prokofiev with Friends
Saturday, February 27, 2021 | 7:30 p.m.
Livestream

This program brings the colors and characters of Prokofiev’s inspiration to the recital stage through duos for piano and strings featuring the talented faculty of the School of Music. The concert will include two of his sonatas and selections from “Romeo and Juliet” arranged for viola and piano, performed by faculty-artists Allison Gagnon, Janet Orenstein, Brooks Whitehouse and Ulrich Eichenauer.

Art Song Composers We Should Know Better:
Voice Students of Phyllis Pancell
Sunday March 7, 2021 | 2 p.m.
Livestream

Explore the rich legacy and contemporary range of vocal music composed by prominent female composers such as Amy Beach and Florence Price in this recital of solos, duets and a trio presented by members of the Pancell Voice Studio.
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